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CALL FOR CHAPTER 
 

Book Series on 

TÜRKİYE’S ROLE IN A CHANGING WORLD 
 

- Turkish Values-Based Foreign Policies - 
- Turkish Values-Based Security and Defense - 

 
 

 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
Türkiye is reorganizing its domestic dynamics and global positioning at a time when the 
western-centered principles of globalization and liberal democracy are facing their greatest 
challenges. In a rapidly changing world where new powers and centers are rising, the raison 
d’être or practices of old institutions are being called into question, and new types of 
challenges are emerging with global developments, building a new ecosystem in Turkish 
foreign policy by embracing its core values is not only about doing what is considered right or 
supporting institutions and norms. Rather than relying on the alliances it is in or the 
friendships it has cultivated, Türkiye’s posture going forward will depend on its future 
contributions to global solutions. It is related where the current international order will evolve 
and Türkiye’s unique position in a new or renewed system. 
 
Securing national interests in an uncertain world means transforming usual policies and 
conventional approaches to help create a framework for an international system that can 
produce useful solutions to the challenges of articulating and protecting the self-assets of 
people around the world. A dominant role cannot be achieved through an operational 
approach that prioritizes short-term, narrowly defined security and diplomatic gains. 
 
Recognizing the shortcomings of the current system in which great powers draw borders and 
define roles, Türkiye has the opportunity to use its capacity to create a strong vision that has 
a significant impact on inclusive representation and justice at the international level, rooted 
in its own identity and individuality. 
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PURPOSE 
 
It is clear that the Turkish state tradition, which has passed through different periods 
throughout history, has accumulated the capacity to create its own culture. National values, 
which play an important role in shaping this culture, are also the basis for global assertion. 
Pursuing an active policy built on national values will be seen as a focus of power at a time of 
uncertainty about Türkiye’s position and future role in the world. 
 
Türkiye’s willingness to use existing instruments of influence creatively and meaningfully and 
to secure and establish new ones to shape the future direction of the international system is 
concentrated in the core policy areas where it is strong or believes it should be strong. 
 
In this framework, the place of Türkiye’s unique approaches, theses and practices, together 
with global values such as democracy, human rights, equality and justice, in all approaches 
and decisions related to diplomacy and security in the new system fiction will be evaluated 
equally on the basis of academic validity in this study. This evaluation will support the 
understanding of Türkiye’s claim in different layers. In addition, in a period when the global 
system is being reinterpreted, it will be tried to reveal where Türkiye is in the idea and 
execution processes. This study, which will serve as a source for similar studies abroad, will 
ensure that policies have an international presence and support the development of policies 
with different visions. 
 
 
METHOD 
 
The “Türkiye’s Role in a Changing World” book series will consist of books focusing on foreign 
policy, security and defense. These books will bring together facts and recommendations on 
how Türkiye can put its national values at the heart of its security, defense and foreign policy 
in the coming years. The chapters, that written by academicians and researchers, as well as 
experts such as civil society representatives, ambassadors, national authorities, policymakers, 
members of the media, etc., will cover topics that underpin Türkiye’s ambitions to shape not 
only national policies but also global transformation in the new era. 
 
The study, which will be published by DİPAM Publications, which has the status of an 
International Publishing House, has the validity of YÖK (Turkish Higher Education Council) 
standards. It will be prepared in English and distributed internationally in order to increase 
the accessibility of the content and create a global impact. 
 
The content plans of the books have been prepared and chapter authors will be determined 
both by invitation and call for papers. The chapters that will be accepted in accordance with 
this plan, which is focused on a certain flow and result, will be examined and evaluated in 
norms such as form, scope, originality, technical and/or research depth, subject transfer 
framework.  
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Each chapter should be between 5000-6000 words and “APA 7.0” should be used as the 
referencing method. Detailed information will be shared with those whose abstracts are 
accepted. 
 
 
ABSTRACT SUBMISSION 
 
Chapters in the book may have one or more authors. Authors should act according to 
mentioned important dates in the book chapter application and writing process. Authors who 
are accepted in line with the submitted abstract and will be included in the book will be 
charged one book fee and will be given a copy of the book to be published. 
 
Abstracts should cover the title, purpose, approach and problematic of the selected chapter, 
as well as possible topics to be addressed in the full text. Abstracts should be between 500-
750 words. A short CV and contact information should be submitted along with the abstract 
via publication@dipam.org email address. 
 
 
Abstract submission deadline: 30.11.2023  31.12.2023 
Announcement of evaluation results: 15.12.2023 15.01.2024 
Full text submission: 15.04.2024 
Publication date: 07.2024 
 
 
EDİTÖRLER 
 
Dr. Tolga SAKMAN, Chairman of DİPAM  
 
Ahmet İŞCAN, Vice-Chairman of DİPAM 
 
Assist Prof. Ayşe KÜÇÜK, Lecturer at İstanbul Gelişim Univ. | Specialist at DİPAM 
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